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A3. In contrast to the older routes, which start higher up on the face,' Apollo 8'
uses the full height of the right-hand amphitheatre and yields some 1500 ft of
climbing. The rock, as elsewhere on this buttress, is smooth but perfectly
sound. (Article p 71.)

After some years of sporadic attempts by various parties the last of the con
spicuous big faces in the Cape-three-quarters of an hour from the car-has
finally succumbed to concerted efforts and American pitons. The main face in
Donkerkloof(,Dark Ravine') was climbed through twice in one week, by parties
unaware of each others' attempt. On some sections different pitches were
climbed, but the lines followed coincided for the most part. On the first ascents
ample use was made of pegs but this was subsequently trimmed down to one
or two pitches (Az). Of the rest several are of Gz standard. The total height
climbed is about 1600 ft, most of this made up of sheer face, on good rock.

Liberal pegging was also needed to get up a new line to the left of the North
west Frontal on Du Toit's Peak. The opening party had done some 1700 ft of
hard climbing, with at least 300 ft to go, when lack of time forced them off
the face. Henri Snijders
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Queen's University (Belfast) expedition 1969 Party: D. Armstrong,
S. Black, T. Crouch, G. Currie, T. Doherty, Dr J. H. Elwood, R. McKee,
D. Palmer, M. Popplestone, D. Wilson (leader). Z2 June-6 August. The Taurus
are situated about 500 km south-east of Ankara and zoo km north of Adana,
the principal town in this part of Turkey and the nearest with a fully equipped
hospital and other amenities. The range is compact, some zoo km2 having
narrow gorges and complicated valley systems which make route-finding
difficult at first. It comprises four main climbing areas: -

-the northern valley and Yalacik Dere containing Demirkazik 3756 m and
-Kucuk Demirkazik 3300 m;

the southern valley, Siyirma with Kaldi Dag3715 m and Alaca Basi 3583 m;
-Yedi Gal, a remote high valley with the rock thumb Direktas 3470 m at the
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centre and many surrounding summits, including Kizilkaya 3723 m and
Emli Basi 3710 m; and finally

-the most inaccessible and remote area, Torasan Dag, on the south-east edge
of the range where the fine peak Yay Yay Dag 3565 m is situated.

As no maps of the area are available there is much confusion regarding names,
and those above were adopted after consultation with local inhabitants. The
highest peak Demirkazik, is the one most often climbed, owing to its proximity,
ease of approach and striking appearance from Camardi village.

Since the first exploration by Schafer in 1901 (Petermanns Mitteilungen I4I 78)
notable visits include those by H. Spreitzer in 1938 and 1955 (Zur geographie
des kilikischen Ala Dag in Taurus. Festschrift zur Hundertjahrfeier der Geogra
phiscen Gesellschaft in Wein I856-I956); E. H. Peck in 1942, 1943 and 1944
(A.J. 54 235 aI1d 55 45); L. H. Hurst, 1945 (A.J. 55 222); S. E. P. owill,1963,
1964 (A.J. 70 127); various British Forces groups from Cyprus, 1964, 1965,
1966 (Report of the R.A.F. Mountain Rescue Team Expedition to the Taurus,
1964; R.G.S., London); the Ulster expeditions, 1964, 1967 (A.J. 7°127); the
Cambridge Ala Dag expedition 1965 (Expedition report 1966; C.U.M.C.);
and the Leeds niversity Turkish Taurus expedition 1967 (Expedition report;
Leeds Univ. Dept of Physical Education). I estimate that all the main summits
have now been climbed, mostly by ridge routes. The magnificent rock faces
and sheer walls are, however, untouched, and one of the finest, the North face of
Demirkazik has, to my knowledge, not yet been ascended. Two students
from Istanbul attempted it in 1960 but both were killed, and are buried near
Cukurbag village.

As three of us had been on the earlier Ulster expeditions, we were quickly
organised for the trek to Base Camp from Cukurbag, a hamlet near Camardi.
We contacted an old friend, Mehmet Donmez, at his shop in Camardi; a most
reliable man who speaks English and is an officially recognised Turkish
Mountain Guide. With three companions, he supplied us with donkeys (£1
per day each) and brought up food, wine and mail to our Base Camps once
per week.

On the morning of 3 July we set off at sam with one dozen donkeys for the first
Base Camp at 2800 m in the southern valley, Siyirma, which we reached after
some eight hours. From here we climbed all the neighbouring peaks, including
the west-to-east traverse of Alaca Basi and the East face route on Kaldi Dag.
A party also spent two days in Torasan, climbing Yay Yay Dag by a new route
(13 July) and also the summit called Mystery Peak. After almost two weeks in
this valley we decided to move to the north. Six members went around the
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western edge of the Taurus with the donkeys and all the gear-a two-day
journey-while Wilson, Black, Crouch and Popplestone set off on what was
one of the main accomplishments of our expedition, a traverse of the range
from south to north, which took three days (15-17 July). Day one consisted of
trekking out of Siyirma on to the Kizilkaya ridge which forms the western
boundary of Yedi Gol, following the ridge for several hours and then descend
ing into this plateau valley for an overnight bivouac. Direktas and Kizilkaya
were climbed the next day. Emli Basi was ascended on day three and the ridge
forming the northern boundary of Yedi Gol followed until a suitable gully was
found for descent into the Demirkazik valley system. After crossing and
climbing out of an intervening gorge, the northern valley and our second Base
Camp were reached just before nightfall. From this site many peaks were
climbed, including Demirkazik and Kucuk Demirkazik; parties also visited
Yedi Gol. We finally left the northern valley at the end of July.

Certain hints for climbers are mentioned. The area is remote, hence any acci
dent is serious and full expedition planning is advised if successful mountain
eering is to be accomplished. The most suitable time is from late spring to early
summer, as by August water sources are drying up or are contaminated by
sheep and goats. Because the weather is usually fine, mountain tents are not
required. We used duvet gear, fly-sheets plus the building of stone walls and
one light tent in case of sickness. Sunhats, suncream, insect repellents, salt
tablets and water-purifying tablets are essential. It is best to bring all necessary
food and equipment with you, but some food, rice, bread, fruit, etc., paraffin
and petrol may be bought in Camardi. All members should have helmets (as
the rock is often loose), as well as crampons and ice-axes. We experienced some
avalanches on Kaldi Dag in June. Donkeys are advised for carrying gear
whenever possible, as trekking with heavy packs in the exhausting hot sun
often results in loss of a day's climbing.

A report containing a review of all known major expeditions plus bibliography,
many photographs, details of principal routes and maps of the Taurus, is avail
able from me (Clinical Institute, Grosvenor Road, Belfast 12, N Ireland)
price £2 post free. Harold Elwood

PONTIC ALPS

Kackar Kavron group: Birmingham (Aston University) expedition
1969 P. Botterill, S. Bowden, J. Haden, J. Hirons (leader), A. C. Houghton,
R. N. Newman, 1. G. Price, R. Tidecombe, F. Yoeman and three biologists.
The Kackar Kavron group is about thirty-five miles South-west of Rize in the
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Kackar - Kavron Group 1969

Height. in metre.

\
86 The Kackar Kavroll group showing the activities of the Birmingham party
1969. Based on map supplied by R. N. Newman
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North-east of Turkey; the other two main groups, the Altipamak and Vercem
bik peaks, lie to the North-east and South-west of Kackar respectively. For
earlier history see A.J. 69129, and illus 36-7.

We pitched Base Camp in mid-August at 8000 ft under Kackar, 13,000 ft. The
site was almost perfect, being above the cloud layer formed by the winds coming
off the Black Sea, with an average day-temperature of 65°-75°F and a com
plete lack of insects.

After nine days of good weather most of the immediately accessible peaks had
been climbed, including the sister peaks of Mesevit, Kackar, and an unnamed
peak at the head of the main valley of Kavron Deriesi. The ascent of Kackar by
the Western glacier and West ridge was the only ascent to involve a bivouac,
and in good conditions this would certainly not be necessary.

The climbing involved scrambling with occasional roped pitches plus a
significant amount of ice and snow work on the glaciers and small snow-fields.
The rock on the ridges is very loose and stonefall is a serious hazard, but upon
closer inspection the faces on the north side of the group (up to about 2500 ft)
appeared to be composed of solid granite.

The North face of the North spur of Firtina Tepeleri (over 2000 ft in heigh~),

nicknamed the 'Dru', was attempted, but after five days of intensive effort
involving HVS and A3 climbing the attempt had to be abandoned. The
proposed route consisted of a wide, ice-filled gully leading to an impressive
crack running up the last 800 ft to the summit, a superb problem for future
visitors to the area [88].

A party of seven climbers crossed the range by the pony track at the head of
the Kavron Deriesi valley and pitched camp about four miles south-south-west
of Kackar. The aim was to position and climb the castle-like peak of Krenek,
previously seen from the summit of Kackar, but the weather prevented any
attempt to climb the steep walls rising above its eastern glacier. The 'Dru',
Firtina Tepeleri and the two unnamed peaks were climbed from the south.

Previously, a party of two had attempted to locate Krenek from the north by
climbing to the col between unnamed peaks 2 and 3, and unknowingly reached
a point quite close to the main summit. It is thought that Krenek could be
reached from the north by ascending one of the snow-filled couloirs at the
eastern end of the unnamed peaks.

The change in the weather seemed permanent, and in freezing mist we retreated
II



87 Kackar Kavro." group: Mesevit
North (ce1ltre) a1ld the East ridge of
Kackar from Base Camp This and
next photo: Andy Houghton

88 The North face of the North spur of
Firti1la Tepeleri showing the line of the
attempt (p 155).

to.the coast with the inhabitants of Kavron Yala, who were moving to their
winter quarters.

Like Fedden's party in 1963 (A.J. 69 129) and in contrast with C. T. Jones'
party (Alpine Climbing I969 12), we found that the local people, though armed,
were most friendly and helpful. R. N. Newman

elLO DAG AND AT DAG

Franco-Swiss party 1967 R. Bretton, R. Dittert, F. Dombre, R. Greloz,
R. Grosclaude, R. Tissieres. After flying to Instanbul the party left Van on 16
July, reaching Hakkari the same evening. From a camp atz880 m Points 3410 m
and 3360 m were climbed, affording good views of the district. The Aiguille de
Suppa-Durak, 3670 m, was then climbed.

Following these ascents a camp was set up on the southern slopes of Gelyasin,
but the bad rock and grim walls defeated an attempt on the mountain, the
party reaching a height of 3800 m. Meanwhile, Greloz and Grosclaude climbed
Tura Dauil, 3400 m.

Two days later another camp was made in a narrow valley at 3250 m. On 28
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July the whole party reached the summit of Gelyasin, 4170 m, by the South
east arete without any difficulty.

The expedition then left the Cilo Dag and crossed the Rundbare Sin to the
Sat Dag, camping beside the Sat lakes on 30 July. Bretton, being unwell with
a severe attack of dysentery and a high temperature, was taken down to
Yiiksekova, the nearest town, by Dr Dombre and Grosclaude.

The rest of the party, accompanied by Saleh, a strong and fast-moving Kurd,
went to the yahla of Gavaruk, climbing Garashu, 3250 m, on the way. The
final climb was <;ia e Hendevade, 3810 m, the highest peak of the Sat Dag and
known to the local inhabitants as Sim. The party of three left camp soon after
dawn on 3 August. Greloz was not very well and had to give up. Dittert and
Tissieres found the snow in good condition and advanced rapidly, but took an
hour to cross the bergschrund. Finally they reached the North ridge, and on
reaching the antecime found they were separated from the highest point by a
deep breche, but the descent to this was made en rappel and the summit reached.
(See also Les Alpes no 4 I968 for further details, and Alpine Climbing I969 for
short survey of area.) . Rene Dittert

Iran

Elburz on ski: Eagle Ski Club party, April 1969 Belinda Coryton,
T. Hartley, D. Lockhart, Rosemary Sanderson, Georgina Travers, P. Varwell.
Our main objectives were: (1) to climb Tuchal, 3950 m, and traverse this part
of the range on ski as far as we could northwards towards the Caspian; (2)
to climb Demavend, 5670 m, taking our skis as high as possible; and (3) to
explore the ski-mountaineering possibilities of the area around Alam Kuh,
4840 m, and Takht-i-Suleiman, 4650 m. As nearly always in the mountains,
we did not achieve all our objectives, but we had an exciting and worth-while
trip of three weeks.

We left Teheran on 21 April for the Schirpola hut, 2650 m; and climbed
Tuchal the following day using crampons at first but skins and Harscheisen
for the last hour. From the top, reached at IO.15am, we had a splendid view of
Demavend, fifty miles to the east. Ski-ing down, we had our first taste of the
superb spring snow which was to prove such a feature of our ski-ing in the
Elburz. On 23 April we again climbed to the Tuchal ridge and returned by ski.
The following day we took all our gear and crossed the ridge west of Tuchal
with the aim of traversing the range northwards to the village of Shahrestanak.
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